Abstract
Introduction
Drug discovery is expensive. It is estimated that it takes up to 17 years and over $800 millions to develop a new drug 1 . Failures during development often cost a fortune for research sponsors. To accelerate drug discovery while reducing costs, methods have been sought for efficient discovery of novel indications for existing drugs on the market 2 . This process, known as drug repurposing, repositioning, or re-profiling, promises to accelerate drug discovery due to known safety issues and reduced risk of failure 3, 4 . Some drugs have been successfully repurposed. Duloxetine was initially designed to treat depression but later successfully repurposed by Eli Lilly to treat stress urinary incontinence for women 5 . However, such discoveries have been primarily driven by insights or serendipitous observations 6 . It is not until recently that computational methods have been proposed to predict new indications for existing drugs using networks analysis of genetic, proteomic, and metabolic data 7 .
To date, ClinicalTrials.gov has archived more than 170,000 trials and is a valuable resource for studying clinical trial design patterns. There is a saying: "the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior." Previously, the clinical evidence in ClinicalTrials.gov was used to verify drug repurposing targets predicted by a similarity-based computational framework 8 . In this work, we analyzed the drug retesting patterns in drug intervention trials from 2003 to 2013 with a focus on drugs that were used in every pair of different conditions over time. Trial summaries contain structured metadata such as start date, intervention(s), and free-text eligibility criteria for patient selection. This study explored the feasibility of leveraging these metadata in drug intervention trials to identify temporal patterns of drug retesting and to narrow the search for drug repurposing targets.
Methods

Step 1: Dataset Preparation
We identified 59,716 drug intervention trials between 2003 and 2013 covering 1,487 conditions in ClinicalTrials.gov. Then we leveraged a previously developed a database called COMPACT (Commonalities in Target Populations of Clinical Trials) 9 to retrieve the information for these trials. For each trial, COMPACT contains structured trial descriptors and discrete common eligibility features (CEFs) (e.g., BMI, and HbA1c) associated with the condition that the trial investigated. The CEFs were present in the eligibility criteria section for at least 3% of all the trials that investigated the same condition 10 . We extracted the drug names from the structured "intervention" field in the XML format summary of each trial, which may use one or more drugs as the intervention. We included all the drugs that each was an intervention for at least five trials for the same condition in one year, within the time window being years 2003-2013. We empirically chose "five" as the threshold because most generic drugs were retained at this threshold after filtering out drug names that contained a mixture of brand names and dosage. We formulated each retesting case as a quintuple (drug, initial condition, first year tested for initial condition, retested condition, first year tested for retested condition), and stored the quintuples in COMPACT. The aforementioned Duloxetine example can be represented as (Duloxetine, depression, 1990s, stress urinary incontinence (SUI) for women, 2004). We excluded drug "Placebo" because it has no therapeutic effect and is often used as a control when testing new drugs 11 .
Step 2: Analysis of drug retesting temporal patterns
For the ten-year time window, we constructed a 10 x 10 matrix, with row i and column j being each year during the time window and each cell containing two values, i.e., d i,j and c i,j . Variable d i,j represents the number of distinct drugs that were first studied for one condition in year i and later for a different condition in year j, while c i,j represents the number of distinct pairs of conditions in which a drug was tested for one condition in year i and later for a different condition in year j. With this matrix, we analyzed the temporal trends in drug retesting cases for each drug and each condition, respectively. The network of drug retesting patterns was visualized using Cytoscape 12 . The heat map with the temporal patterns for the most retested drugs was visualized in MATLAB. !
Step 3: Analysis of condition relatedness by their shared CEFs
We hypothesized that drugs were often retested among conditions whose trials employed similar eligibility criteria, i.e., using similar variables for patient selection. We assessed the similarities for each condition pair that involved drug retesting by analyzing their shared CEFs regardless of inclusion and exclusion status of these CEFs because there is no standardized way of writing free-text eligible criteria, e.g., "HbA1c > 7.0%" in the inclusion criteria is equivalent to "HbA1c <= 7.0%" in the exclusion criteria. There might be multiple retested drugs for each pair of conditions. We aggregated the retested drugs that were investigated with the same pair of conditions and analyzed the distribution of the number of condition pairs over counts of retested drugs.
Results
Among 59,716 drug intervention trials conducted between 2003 and 2013 that used one or more drug interventions, 40,167 drugs were used for 1,487 conditions. To analyze the drug retesting patterns, we considered only those drugs that were tested for a condition in at least five trials. Hence, we reduced the total number of drugs and conditions to 550 and 451, respectively. The total number of drug-condition pairs was 4,351. The number of drugs per condition varied, ranging from 93 drugs for gastrointestinal diseases and digestive system diseases to one drug (Fludarabine) for skin neoplasms. There were 118 other medical conditions with only one drug.
Analysis of drug retesting cases
Out of all 202,950 (451x450) plausible condition pairs, only 12,774 (6.3%) pairs included two different conditions, each testing the same drug in at least five trials in two different years between 2003 and 2013. Figure 1 visualizes the drug retesting networks for two example conditions, i.e., asthma and hypertension. For example, asthma was the retested condition for four different drugs (i.e., GW685698X, Ciclesonide, Omalizumab, and Budesonide) that were previously tested for seven other conditions. Hypertension was the retested condition for three drugs (i.e., Tadalafil, Sildenafil, and Amiodipine) that were previous tested for five other conditions (i.e., mental disorders, vascular diseases, prostatic diseases, psychotic disorders, and erectile dysfunction). A node indicates a condition, while an arrow represents a drug. The arrow ends and arrowheads are initial and retested conditions, respectively. Table 1 shows the temporal matrix of drug retesting cases between 2003 and 2013. Year 1 is when a drug is initially tested for a condition and year 2 is when the same drug is later retested for a different condition. Because year 1 < year 2, the pairs of years in the lower half of the table are not applicable. The numbers of drugs are consistently smaller than the numbers of conditions pairs, indicating that a drug may have been used for more than one condition pairs. More retesting cases occurred between 2003 and 2004 than other pairs of years. Looking at one row at a time, we can see that as the time window widens, the counts of retested drugs and condition pairs decrease. Table 2 shows the most frequent initial conditions and retested conditions, respectively. The second column gives the number of condition pairs in which the initial condition is specified in the first column. The third column shows the number of drugs that were tested for the initial condition specified in the first column and later retested for a different condition. The fifth column gives the number of condition pairs in which the retested condition is specified in the fourth column. The sixth column shows the number of drugs that were previously tested for some other conditions and later retested for the condition specified in fourth column. 
!
shared CEFs increases with the number of retested drugs, which indicates that conditions with more shared CEFs, implying the research on these two conditions tend to use similar criteria for patient recruitment, are more likely to use the same drug as an intervention on these conditions. For example, 15 drugs (e.g., Bendamustine, Bortezomib, brentuximab vedotin) that were tested for lymphoproliferative disorders were later retested for leukemia. Lymphoproliferative disorders and leukemia share 199 CEFs (e.g., electrocorticogram, alanine transaminase, creatinine clearance). However, some successful repurposed drugs also occurred in non-similar diseases. For example, metformin was initially tested for diabetes mellitus and later tested for treating breast neoplasm. These two conditions shared only 61 CEFs.
The basis for predicting drugs for different conditions
Leveraging the observed drug retesting patterns, we designed a basis for predicting drugs for retesting on different conditions given a threshold value for the minimum number of shared CEFs between the initial condition and the possible different condition. Each prediction consists of a drug and a possible different condition. A prediction was made if (1) a drug has been tested for the initial condition but has never been tested for the possible different condition, (2) there exists another drug that has been tested for both conditions, and (3) the number of shared CEFs between two conditions is above a threshold. Figure 4 shows the number of drug predicted and the number of different conditions for threshold values between 20 and 200. Higher thresholds yielded fewer predictions, which may also be more clinically relevant. The number of drugs is consistently greater than the number of different conditions, showing that a drug may be predicted for multiple conditions. A few predictions have been confirmed by evidence from the literature. For example, "Ranolazine" was predicted as a drug to be retested for myocardial infarction, because (1) "Ranolazine" was tested for ischemia but has never been tested for myocardial infarction, (2) there exists another drug (i.e., Ticagrelor) that was tested for ischemia first and then retested for myocardial infarction, (3) ischemia and myocardial infarction had 112 shared CEFs. This prediction was confirmed by Hale et al. 13 Similarly, a paper by Yoon et al.
14 confirmed our prediction of "Everolimus" for treating rheumatic disease.
Discussion
Based on the observed drug retesting patterns, we provided a proof-of-concept of a method for predicting a set of drugs for retesting on different conditions, which can serve as a basis for developing more sophisticated methods. In this study, we analyzed the longitudinal drug retesting patterns of clinical trials between 2003 and 2013 in ClinicalTrials.gov. A trial may study comorbidities, which was taken into account so that a drug used in a trial studying multiple conditions was not considered as drug retesting for these conditions. Drug retesting often occurred among various types of cancer and neoplasms, many of which share a large number of CEFs. Some interesting drug retesting cases were found among quite different conditions. For example, Letrozole, which was a drug developed for breast neoplasm, was later used to treat infertility.
Our analysis has several major limitations. Since the drug indication predictions were made based on retrospective trials, this approach does not work for new conditions and drugs. We considered only drugs that were used in at least five trials in a year. Future research is warranted to test other threshold values after normalizing drug names that are mixtures of brand names, trade names, and dosage. We limited our analysis between 2003 and 2013. Thus, Sildenafil, which was a drug tested for treating hypertension before 2003 and later tested for treating erectile dysfunction, was conversely deemed to be a drug originally tested for erectile dysfunction and later retested for hypertension. Even though it is unlikely that such cases prevail in our analysis, one should interpret "initial condition" in the context of our dataset. Another limitation is that our similarity analysis for conditions was at the concept-level using n-grams; ideally a more sophisticated similarity analysis should be done at the rule level so that we could use more complete meaning such as "myocardial infarction within the last five years" to represent a common eligibility feature. We will refine our analysis for inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria after eligibility features are enriched by contextual information, e.g., negation. A third limitation is the data quality issues in ClinicalTrials.gov. Moreover, the "intervention" field for every clinical trial does not specify which drug is primarily tested if multiple drugs are used in a trial. In this work, we removed the control "Placebo" from our analysis but all other drugs listed as intervention for a trial were included in our analysis. Automated techniques are desired to rank the importance of drugs within a trial to produce more precise analysis. The conditions assigned to each trial may not be normalized and hence may introduce condition-indexing errors.
In this study, we only analyzed the drug retesting patterns between pairs of conditions. In the future, it would be interesting to analyze drug-retesting path linking multiple conditions over time, which may reveal more interesting patterns. To enrich the method for predicting drugs for retesting on different conditions with domain knowledge, we can use ontologies such as SNOMED CT to quantify the similarities between the conditions in terms of distance in the topological structure. We can leverage the drug-target interaction data from DrugBank and adverse events data from openFDA to filter out clinically irrelevant predictions for further verification. With a knowledge-enriched method, we may identify more meaningful drugs for retesting on different conditions. Finally, future work should formally quantify the PPV, NPV, Sensitivity, and Specificity of using this method for drug repurposing.
Conclusions
Drug retesting has often occurred between conditions whose trials used similar eligibility criteria for participant selection; therefore, we could predict target conditions for drug retesting based on condition similarities in eligibility criteria. In contrast to existing approaches to drug repurposing based on compound or agents knowledge, our method leverage the design patterns in drug intervention trials to identify potential new conditions for drug retesting. This study only provides very preliminary proof of concept; more sophisticated models should be developed to further test this idea.
